
God tier Farm 3451 

Chapter 3451: Breaking the record (1) 

 

Xia ruofei stood still on the steps and took a few deep breaths. Then, he silently circulated the “great 

Dao Sutra”. Soon, the boiling energy in his body was suppressed and slowly calmed down. 

Now that he had walked less than twenty steps, he was relatively relaxed. 

Xia ruofei was able to move freely on the steps. He could even turn his head to look back. He was about 

three meters above the ground, about the height of a floor. The steps behind him extended to the 

ground, but Ling Qingxue was no longer in the square. 

Previously, when Xia ruofei was challenging the levels, he would only let Ling Qingxue temporarily hide 

in the spirit map space unless the situation was extremely dangerous. Otherwise, Ling Qingxue would 

always be behind him. Even though she could not provide any substantial help, it was a great 

encouragement to him. 

Now that Ling Qingxue had been teleported away, even though there was a high chance that her life 

would not be in danger, Xia ruofei’s heart was still a little empty. 

He rested for a while on this step before continuing to climb. 

After all, the steps in front of him were basically not difficult for him, and the pressure could hardly 

shake him. 

In fact, Xia ruofei was also secretly making comparisons in his heart. When Ling Qingxue was challenging 

the levels just now, the first part was actually easier. However, in comparison, she was not as 

comfortable as Xia ruofei. 

Hence, Xia ruofei was more or less confident that he would be able to go further than Ling Qingxue. 

As for whether or not he could reach the top, that was unknown. 

After all, Ling Qingxue had only cleared one – third of the trial. The remaining two – thirds would 

undoubtedly be more difficult. 

Of course, once he started to climb, Xia ruofei would not have any distracting thoughts and would not 

worry about his gains and losses. He would only focus on climbing up step by step without any 

distractions. 

Level 30, level 40, level 50 … 

This time, Xia ruofei climbed to the 50th step in one breath before stopping to rest. 

This time, he continued to climb more than thirty steps, and still felt relatively relaxed. 

Although the pressure was getting stronger, he was getting more and more familiar with it. He was 

getting more and more used to resisting it while climbing. 



Xia ruofei’s expression was calm. There was no joy or sorrow on his face. He was not secretly happy 

because the initial difficulty was lower, nor was he worried because the pressure continued to increase. 

In short, there was only one thought in his mind and nothing else. 

The only thought in his mind was to climb up. 

As for which level he could last and whether he could reach the top, Xia ruofei did not even consider it 

now. 

When he was resting on the 50th step, in the hidden space enshrouded in purple mist, Daoist Qing Xuan 

and immortal mountain river were also watching Xia ruofei’s every move in front of the bronze mirror. 

Xia ruofei was the only one left in the Tower of Trials. He was the disciple of the mountain river spiritual 

master and he was on the last and most difficult level of the stairway to heaven. Therefore, the 

mountain river spiritual master would not leave the majestic hall at this time. 

As for Daoist Qing Xuan, he was in charge of the trial Pagoda. He had to monitor the situation of the 

cultivators in the trial Pagoda at all times, so he would not leave. 

The two of them were watching Xia ruofei’s challenge. 

Of course, they had just started climbing, so the difficulty wasn’t high. Therefore, the two of them 

looked very relaxed. 

One must know that Xia ruofei had so many opportunities. He was also the disciple of immortal 

mountain river and the cultivation technique he cultivated was the great Dao formula that even Daoist 

Qing Xuan coveted. If he could not even pass the 50th level, he would be a waste. 

Daoist Qing Xuan took a look at the image displayed in the bronze mirror and said with a smile,””Brother 

mountain river, this disciple of yours seems to be rather relaxed.” 

“We’ve only just started climbing, so it doesn’t mean anything. “Immortal mountain river smiled. Let’s 

see what happens after the 200th or 300th level!” “Oh?” Daoist Qing Xuan raised his eyebrows and 

asked,”it seems like brother mountain river is very confident in his disciple! Are you so sure that he can 

pass the 200th level?” 

Immortal mountain river smiled lightly and asked,””Could it be that Daoist Qing Xuan hopes that there 

will be no harvest again?” 

Daoist Qing Xuan was stunned and smiled bitterly.”Of course 1 don’t want to be – handed … But if this 

kid passes level 200,1 don’t think there’s anything to be happy about!” 

Immortal mountain river laughed and pointed at Taoist priest Qing 

Xuan,”Daoist Qing Xuan, are you really going to stoop to the level of a junior? If Xia ruofei can pass the 

200th level, it will not only be his personal honor, but also the entire world of cultivation, isn’t it?” 

Daoist priest Qing Xuan’s expression also gradually became heavy. He sighed and said,””Yup! Now that 

the situation is grim, we really need someone who can turn the tide! However, this child is still too 

young…” 



“I hope he still has time to grow!” Immortal mountain river’s expression also became a little heavy.”Let’s 

see how he passes the stage first! Maybe he couldn’t even pass the 200th level! With the resources he 

has now, he can live a carefree life in the cultivation world of China.” 

On the eighth level of the Tower of Trials, the Obsidian stairway. 

After a short rest, Xia ruofei continued to move higher. 

The 60th level, the 70th level, the 80th level, the 90th level…. 

Chapter 3452: Breaking the record (2) 

 

Xia ruofei was still as strong as a hot knife through butter. He didn’t stop for long and continued to climb 

up. When he reached the 100th step, he felt the pressure making him uncomfortable. 

The pressure of his spiritual power was still alright. After all, his spiritual power was infinitely close to 

the spirit transformation realm of a nascent soul cultivator. However, the pressure of the Obsidian 

stairway could be said to be Omni – directional. As long as he stood on the steps, the huge pressure 

around him existed at all times. It could be said that every part of his body was bearing such pressure. 

Xia ruofei roughly estimated that the external pressure was at least ten times his own weight. 

And it wasn’t pressing down from above, but from all directions. 

The vertical overload suffered by the pilot of the aircraft carrier was about 4 G, which was equivalent to 

four times its own weight. 

When astronauts took off, the maximum Overload they had to bear was less than 8g. 

On the other hand, Xia ruofei was overloaded by dozens of gigabytes of data. 

Of course, even aircraft carrier pilots and astronauts with strong bodies couldn’t be compared with 

cultivators. 

Even if Ling Qingxue’s Stairway to Heaven was suitable for Qi refinement cultivators, and the difficulty 

was obviously lower than Xia ruofei*s, she had reached more than one hundred and seventy steps. 

Basically, the external pressure she had to endure at that time should be the same as the pressure Xia 

ruofei was facing now on the one hundred steps. 

Ling Qingxue, a seemingly weak woman, could withstand dozens of GS of overload. This was not only 

the effect of external pressure, but also the powerful spiritual power Pressure and the invisible force 

that affected the circulation of the true Qi in the body. From this, one could see the huge gap between 

ordinary people and cultivators. 

For Xia ruofei, it was easier to withstand the spiritual pressure at the hundredth step. Although the 

external pressure was tens of gigabytes, it was at most a little more Yuan Qi consumption and was far 

from his limit. What made him most uncomfortable was the invisible force. With every step he took, the 

force would increase a little, causing the yuan Qi in his body to vibrate continuously. 



The key was that he had to constantly circulate his vital Qi to resist the external pressure, so under the 

influence of the invisible force, the vital Qi in his body vibrated even more violently. If he did not control 

it well, it was really easy to cause his vital Qi to go berserk and then go into Qi deviation. 

Fortunately, Xia ruofei’s “great Dao technique” was indeed a top – notch technique. When he felt that 

his vital Qi was getting out of control, he would stop and start to operate the “great Dao technique” 

technique. When the technique started to operate at full speed, the vital Qi that was on the verge of 

losing control would quickly be controlled. 

In the hidden space that was enshrouded in purple mist, Daoist Qing Xuan nodded slightly and said,””It 

seems like this little kid has some strength. He’s able to reach the 100th level so easily. Brother Shanhe, 

your judgment is correct. It shouldn’t be a problem for this kid to break through the 200th level!” 

Daoist priest Qing Xuan smiled with relief and said,””After waiting for so long, there’s finally another 

genius who meets the selection requirements! 1 didn’t stay here in vain!” 

“Everyone knows that Daoist brother Qing Xuan has worked hard and achieved great things!” If Xia 

ruofei can pass the selection this time, Daoist Qing Xuan’s contribution will be indispensable!” 

Daoist Qing Xuan rolled his eyes and said,””I’m just guarding the trial Pagoda, what’s so important about 

that? On the other hand, you, brother mountain river, not only have you killed so many enemies, but 

you’ve also left behind a trace of destiny in the cultivation world of China, and you’ve even raised such 

an outstanding disciple. This is what I call a contribution that can not be missed!” 

Immortal mountain river laughed happily, but he still said humbly,””Not really! Not really! Besides … 

This child hadn’t even passed level 200! It’s hard to say…” 

“Against my will!” Daoist Qing Xuan snorted and said,”this little kid has reached the hundredth step and 

still doesn’t look like he’s in any difficulty. Isn’t it certain that he’ll break through the two hundredth 

step? What I’m curious about now is how many levels he can reach. Speaking of which, the record of 

this heavenly stairs has already been sealed for several hundred years, right?” 

Immortal mountain river waved his hand and said,”it’s too unrealistic to break the record!” As long as 

this child can make it to the 200th floor, I’m already satisfied!” 

On the eighth level of the trial Pagoda, Xia ruofei did not stay on the hundredth level for too long. After 

simply regulating his breathing and stabilizing the Restless Yuan Qi in his body, he continued to climb up. 

However, when he reached the hundredth step, it was no longer so easy for him to deal with the 

pressure. At least, he did not dare to be careless enough to directly climb up the steps. Every time, he 

would stand firmly on the steps with two feet, then slightly adjust himself before continuing to climb up. 

Of course, the time he took to adjust himself was also very short. It was usually just a few breaths of 

time before he immediately stepped onto the next step. 

Just like that, as the pressure increased, Xia ruofei took a longer time to adjust. 

However, he still maintained a relatively stable pace. 

Unknowingly, he had also reached around rank one hundred and seventy. 



When Ling Qingxue had been climbing the stairway to heaven, it had already been very difficult for her 

to reach this position. With every step she took, she had to adjust for a long time before she could 

stabilize her swaying body. She also had to rest for a while and accumulate enough strength before 

continuing to climb. 

On the other hand, Xia ruofei was much more relaxed than Ling Qingxue. 

Although the pressure was so great that he had to resist it with all his strength, he was still able to stand 

firmly on the steps in a very short time, and the origin Energy in his body was also quickly stabilized. 

The reason why Xia ruofei was able to appear relatively relaxed was largely due to the “great Dao 

technique”, which allowed his control of vital Qi to be far superior to ordinary cultivators of the same 

level. In addition, his psyche had almost reached the level of a nascent soul cultivator, which made it 

easier for him to resist the pressure of psyche force. 

As for the strength of his body, Xia ruofei, who had cultivated the little golden man body refining 

technique, was also stronger than the average golden core stage cultivator who specialized in cultivating 

vital Qi. 

At the height of one hundred and seventy steps, Xia ruofei felt that the external pressure was at least 

seventy to eighty times his own weight, or even more. 

If it was a cultivator with a weaker body, they would naturally need to consume more vital Qi to resist 

such a huge pressure. 

On the other hand, Xia ruofei was in a much better state. 

In addition, he also had a treasure like the energy storage Pearl. His energy storage was several times 

more abundant than that of an ordinary intermediate golden core cultivator, so he had even less to 

worry about. 

With all these advantages, Xia ruofei’s performance had been smooth. 

In fact, most of the intermediate and advanced Aurous core cultivators were barely holding on when 

they reached the 170th step. They looked very embarrassed. 

Even if they could pass the 200th level, they would often have exhausted their strength and would not 

be able to display better. 

Judging from Xia ruofei’s current state, he should not have only reached the 200th step. 

Xia ruofei’s heart was as still as water. He did not consider the gains and losses at all. He maintained his 

own unique rhythm. As long as his Yuan Qi was restored and stabilized, he would continue to climb. 

One hundred and eighty, one hundred and ninety… 

Before he knew it, Xia ruofei was already standing on the one hundred and ninety – ninth step. In front 

of him was the two hundredth step. 

Xia ruofei didn’t know that the 200th step was a dividing line, but he was clear that every 100 steps 

meant that the difficulty would increase. 



Therefore, even though he felt that he still had a lot of energy left, he still rested for a while on the one 

hundred and ninety ninth step. While resisting the omnipresent pressure, he adjusted his condition. 

Then, he raised his head to look at the light screen door at the top of the steps. He took a deep breath 

and his left foot firmly stepped onto the 200th step.. 

Chapter 3453: The battle bet (1) 

 

A huge wave of spiritual pressure hit him in the face. Xia ruofei suddenly felt his head buzzing. 

Fortunately, he was mentally prepared, so he was only slightly dazed. He quickly resisted it with his 

strong spiritual power. 

At the same time, a powerful squeezing force and the invisible force that stirred the world Qi 

descended. 

The two – hundredth step was indeed another obstacle. Whether it was the spiritual pressure or the 

external pressure, it was clearly much stronger than the one – hundred – and – ninety – ninth step. The 

extent of the increase was far greater than the previous steps. 

Xia ruofei felt that the external pressure was more than a hundred times his weight. 

It was as if he was bearing ten to twenty thousand Jin of pressure at any time, and it was coming from all 

directions at the same time. There was no place on his body that he could Dodge. 

That invisible force was even more threatening. The moment Xia ruofei stepped onto the 200th step, 

the vital Qi in his body seemed to be boiling and shaking violently. 

Fortunately, Xia ruofei was prepared. He started to circulate the “great Dao technique” immediately. 

After about two cycles, his vital Qi started to calm down. 

As for the external pressure, with his Yuan Qi filling his entire body, even though it was already a little 

uncomfortable, it was not to the extent of being unable to withstand it. 

Just like that, Xia ruofei quickly and steadily stood on the 200th step. 

In the hidden space enshrouded in purple mist, although immortal mountain river looked relaxed, he 

was actually clenching his fists. 

When he saw Xia ruofei standing firmly on the 200th step, he couldn’t help but cheer in his heart. His 

eyes even revealed a smile. 

“Congratulations! Brother mountain river!” Taoist master Qing Xuan was also very pleased.”You have 

accepted a good disciple!” 

“Thank you, Daoist Qing Xuan!” Immortal mountain river cupped his hands and said,”Speaking of which, 

1 haven’t taught him for even a day. I’m not worthy of being his teacher!” 

“Brother mountain river is too modest!” Daoist Qing Xuan laughed and said,”who in the world doesn’t 

know about a treasure like the mountain and river spiritual map? You’ve even left such a treasure to 



him, as well as those cultivation resources, including some precious inheritances. Other than not 

personally teaching him, you’re more competent than most Masters!” 

Immortal mountain river said with a smile,”actually, I also want to teach my disciples well.” However, 

the situation is already so bad … But this child really didn’t let me down. Whether it’s talent or 

perseverance, he’s a top choice! If there’s a chance, 1’11 definitely bring him by my side and teach him 

well for a period of time!” 

Daoist Qing Xuan was silent for a moment before saying,””There will definitely be a chance! This child is 

indeed very talented. I believe that you master and disciple will be able to meet very soon!” 

“Let’s borrow Daoist Qing Xuan’s auspicious words!” Daoist master mountain river said with a smile. 

Taoist Qing Xuan laughed and said,””Brother mountain river, your disciple has successfully bought 

through this threshold! You should be more relaxed now, right? Why don’t we make a bet?” 

“A bet?” “What do you want to bet on, Daoist Qing Xuan?” immortal mountain river asked curiously. 

“Let’s bet on how many steps this child can reach!” Daoist priest Qing Xuan chuckled and said,”I’ve been 

coveting that green gourd of brother mountain river’s for a long time … How about it? Do you dare to 

take a bet?” 

Hearing this, immortal mountain river couldn’t help but raise his eyebrows and said,””Daoist Qing Xuan, 

you have a big appetite! He actually has his eyes on my green gourd …” 

“I’ll naturally take out something of equal value!” Daoist priest Qing Xuan laughed and said,”brother 

mountain and river are very familiar with my hidden treasures. Just tell me which one you like! As long 

as you can win, you can take it!” 

“If I’m not mistaken, Daoist Qing Xuan should have a bottle of nascent formation pills …” Immortal 

mountain river said after a moment of silence. 

Qing Xuan Daoist priest was stunned for a moment, but he quickly reacted and said with a smile,””It 

seems like brother mountain river really cares for this disciple of yours! He had just broken through to 

the mid – Stage of the Golden core realm! You’ve already started to prepare for him to form his nascent 

soul!” 

Immortal mountain river smiled.”This child is practicing the ‘great way of Dao’. The quality of his Jindan 

is much stronger than that of ordinary cultivators, and his development potential is also very great. 

However, the disadvantage is that it is extremely difficult to break through the bottleneck when forming 

the Yuanying. Moreover, a little carelessness can put his life in danger. If 1 had a bottle of nascent 

formation pills, it would be much safer, and the success rate of forming a nascent soul would also be 

greatly improved.” 

Daoist Qing Xuan pondered for a while and said,””No problem! Since brother mountain river has 

spoken, 1’11 give you this bottle of nascent formation pills, regardless of whether you win or not! Take it 

as my gift to this little kid!” 



Hearing this, immortal mountain river waved his hand and said,””You don’t have to do that. Let’s have a 

normal bet. If Daoist Qing Xuan wins, 1 will naturally give you the green gourd with both hands. And if 

I’m lucky enough to win, you only need to give me a bottle of nascent formation pills!” 

Qing Xuan shook his head with a smile and said,””The stakes are not equal, 1 can’t take advantage of 

this! Just do as I say! If brother mountain river wins, the nascent condensation pill will go to Xia ruofei. 

And if this poor Daoist is lucky enough to win… Give me Daoist brother’s Green gourd, and 1’11 give this 

nascent condensation pill to martial nephew as a meeting gift and give it to that little baby!” 

Immortal mountain river couldn’t refuse and could only say,””Thank you very much, Daoist Qing Xuan..” 

Chapter 3454: The battle (2) 

 

“Hahaha!” Daoist priest Qing Xuan said,”then let’s make a bet! Let me guess … I think this kid should be 

able to make it to the 450th level or so!” 

Hearing this, immortal mountain river raised his eyebrows and said with a smile,””It seems that Daoist 

Qing Xuan is very confident in my disciple! Four hundred and fifty steps, that’s already close to the best 

record of the heavenly stairs!” 

Daoist Qing Xuan was the caretaker of the trial Pagoda, so he was naturally the clearest about these 

records. He smiled and said,””The record for the heavenly stairs is 478 steps!” 

If Xia ruofei was here, he would be very surprised. So the best record was only 478 steps? That was to 

say, until today, no one had been able to complete the entire heavenly stairs! In other words, no one 

had ever reached the top of the trial Pagoda! 

Xia ruofei could already tell that the trial Pagoda was used to filter out talents. He thought that many 

people had reached the top in the long years. 

Who would have thought that this trial Pagoda was indeed a place to filter out talents, but as long as 

one could pass the 200th step of the Obsidian stairway, they would pass. 

This was not very accurate, because the 200th step was a very large dividing line. Those who could pass 

this hurdle could be said to be as rare as Phoenix Feathers and Qilin horns. 

Even Ling Qingxue, whose mental power had already far surpassed her true Qi cultivation level due to 

her fortuitous encounter, was eliminated after reaching the 170th level. 

Therefore, level 200 was actually very difficult. 

However, Xia ruofei seemed to be more relaxed along the way. In addition, he cultivated the “great Dao 

scroll” and had shown many valuable qualities before. Thus, after comprehensive consideration, Daoist 

Qing Xuan still thought more highly of Xia ruofei. That was why he guessed the 450th level. 

Immortal mountain river pondered for a while and then said with a smile,””Even Daoist Qing Xuan thinks 

so highly of this child. As his master, I can’t look down on him! 1’11 guess four hundred and eighty! 

Regardless of whether he can do it or not, as his master, 1 still hope that he can break this centuries – 

old record!” 



Taoist master Qing Xuan gave him a thumbs up and said with a smile,””Brother mountain river is more 

daring! I don’t even dare to think that someone can break the stairway tree record … Brother mountain 

river, then it’s a deal! In the end, whoever’s guess is closer to the real result will be the winner. How 

about it?” 

“Very good, it’s decided!” Immortal mountain river nodded and said. 

Xia ruofei didn’t know that there was a gambling match when he was just trying to break through. He 

rested at the two – hundredth step and felt that his condition was fine. He was ready to continue. 

Although the pressure was already very terrifying, Xia ruofei still had energy to spare. Hence, he felt that 

this pressure was still far from his limit. 

In fact, as long as one stood on the heavenly stairs, they would be constantly under that huge pressure. 

Therefore, in theory, it was best to pass through quickly, so as to minimize the time spent on the 

stairway. However, because of the invisible force that stirred up the vital Qi, the cultivators on the 

heavenly stairs could not rely on their strong physical bodies to rush forward quickly. They could only 

stop for every step they took and try their best to maintain the stability of their vital Qi. 

This was a test of a cultivator’s sense of rhythm. 

Xia ruofei was one of those who had better control of the pace. Except for the first few dozen steps, he 

basically advanced steadily and steadily. At the same time, he did not rest too much. As long as his body 

was in a good condition, he would immediately go up the next step. Objectively, this reduced the time 

he stayed on the steps. 

Although the pressure increased abruptly from the 199th step to the 200th step, Xia ruofei was mentally 

prepared for it. Moreover, it was all within his ability, so he did not waste too much time on this level 

and had already stabilized the yuan Qi in his body. 

He raised his head to look at the top of the steps that were still far away. He took a deep breath and 

stepped onto the two hundred and first step. 

Naturally, the pressure increased, but it was not as much as when he was on the 200th floor. Besides, 

Xia ruofei had already gotten used to this level of pressure. His body only swayed a little before he 

quickly stabilized himself. 

However, the vital Qi in his body was still shaking violently. Thus, he stood on the steps and circulated 

the great Dao formula for two cycles to completely stabilize his vital Qi. Then, he continued to move 

upward. 

Two hundred and ten, two hundred and twenty, two hundred and thirty… 

Xia ruofei had been maintaining a steady pace and rhythm as he climbed up step by step. 

This Obsidian stairway’s pressure was constantly increasing, but there was one good thing, because 

there were more than 500 steps, so unless it was the whole 10, the whole 50, especially when it was the 

whole 100, the increase would be slightly larger, the other steps “increase was relatively small, so the 

Challenger could have a process of adaptation. 



Of course, if one’s strength was insufficient, even if the increase was small, the accumulation would be 

very terrifying. In the end, one would still be unable to avoid the fate of being eliminated. 

It was like boiling a frog in warm water. Although the temperature of the water was slowly rising, it 

would still boil in the end. 

To Xia ruofei, 200 steps was far from his limit. As he continued to climb, his body was getting used to the 

increasing pressure. Hence, he was able to maintain a stable pace, which made people feel at ease. 

At this moment, in the hidden space that was enshrouded in purple clouds, Daoist Qing Xuan and 

immortal mountain river looked at the image of Xia ruofei breaking through the levels on the copper 

mirror spiritual treasure and could not help but nod. 

“It seems that I’m not wrong,” Qing Xuan said with a smile.”If there are no accidents, this kid should be 

able to make it to the 400th floor!” 

Immortal mountain river said,”I still think he can break the record!” That’s right, two hundred years ago, 

the cultivator who reached the four hundred and seventy – eighth step and broke the heavenly stairs 

record was called Xuan Jizi, right?” 

Daoist Qing Xuan nodded with a smile and said,”that’s right!” When he first attempted the heavenly 

stairs, he was only at the late – Stage of the Golden core stage.” 

“If I’m not mistaken, this Xuan Jizi should be from the xuanming Grotto – heaven!” The mountain river 

immortal said,”this kid’s cultivation environment and resources are thousands of times better than 

mine, a disciple who came from the cultivation world of the divine land … Daoist brother Qing Xuan, 

what’s Xuan Jizi’s current cultivation level?” 

“Xuan Jizi is already at the late – Stage primordial soul realm. Five years ago, he began his closed – door 

cultivation and has yet to come out! He must have reached the critical moment of breaking through to 

the leaving aperture stage!” Daoist Qing Xuan smiled and said,”if everything goes well, brother 

mountain and river should be able to see this genius from the xuanming Grotto – heaven in the near 

future! At that time, we human cultivators will have another powerful force!” 

“This cultivation speed is not bad …” Immortal mountain river slowly nodded. 

“Hahaha! Xuan Jizi passed the trial Pagoda’s test with the best battle record in history. The cultivation 

resources he received are also beyond the imagination of ordinary cultivators!” Daoist priest Qing Xuan 

said,”of course, he did not disappoint us. If he can break through to the leaving aperture stage within 

300 years, it would be a very dazzling achievement even in the long river of history!” 

Immortal mountain river looked at Xia ruofei who was moving up steadily in the copper mirror and 

said,””I believe that this disciple of mine is not inferior to Xuanji Zi. It’s just that… I don’t know if he has 

so much time left to grow…” 

Daoist priest Qing Xuan sighed and said,””Brother mountain and river, everything has its destiny! I don’t 

think your disciple is someone without good fortune. No matter what the situation is in the future, 1 

believe he should be able to turn misfortune into fortune!” 



“Hahaha! Daoist Qing Xuan’s fortune – telling has always been accurate, so I’ll be counting on your 

blessings!” Immortal mountain river laughed and said. 

Taoist master Qing Xuan and immortal mountain river were chatting while paying attention to Xia 

ruofei’s progress. On the eighth level of the trial Pagoda, Xia ruofei had started to climb from the 300th 

to the 400th level at a steady pace.. 

Chapter 3455: Don’t believe in evil (1) 

 

On the 300th level, the pressure still increased. However, Xia ruofei was already experienced, so he was 

well prepared. Although his body was a little shaky and the vital Qi in his body was shaking violently, he 

still stood firmly on the steps and quickly stabilized his vital Qi with the powerful “great Dao technique” 

technique. 

Then, he climbed up step by step with a strong sense of rhythm. 

If someone were to stand at the bottom of the Obsidian stairway and look up, Xia ruofei’s figure would 

be very small. 

He had already climbed more than half of the steps. 

However, the top of the stairs still looked out of reach. 

The pressure from the stairway was getting stronger and stronger, and Xia ruofei felt that it was getting 

more and more difficult. 

However, his heart was still extremely firm. He was determined to climb up and did not consider the 

gains and losses at all. 

He didn’t even raise his head to look at the light screen gate at the top of the heaven staircase anymore, 

because he was worried that he would cower and feel despair because of the distance and the strong 

pressure. 

Hence, Xia ruofei was now staring at the steps in front of him. With a determined expression, he climbed 

up slowly but with a strong sense of rhythm. 

Three hundred and thirty steps, three hundred and fifty steps, three hundred and eighty steps… 

Xia ruofei’s expression became more and more pained. Beads of sweat appeared on his forehead and 

his face turned red. The pressure was so strong that he couldn’t resist it with all his might. His body was 

constantly being squeezed by tens of thousands of pounds of force, and the vital Qi in his body was 

shaking more and more violently. 

Although his steps were difficult, he still maintained a good pace, and just like that, he approached the 

four hundredth step. 

On the three hundred and ninety – ninth step. 

Xia ruofei stood firmly on the steps. The veins on his face were protruding and his sweat was dripping on 

the Obsidian steps. Although his legs were stable, there was not a single part of his body that was not 



under the pressure. He felt as if his bones were about to break. Even when he released all his vital Qi, he 

could not completely offset the pressure. He could only rely on his physical body to withstand it. 

Xia ruofei was panting heavily. The great Dao technique in his body was running wildly, and the violent 

vital Qi was calming down bit by bit. 

There was a hint of madness in his eyes. He made an exception and looked up at the light screen door at 

the top of the steps. 

At this moment, he was only a hundred steps away from the top. 

If he had just reached level 100, it would have been as easy as eating and drinking for him. 

However, after nearly four hundred steps, each step he took required him to withstand a huge pressure. 

Although the light curtain Door was not far away, it actually seemed even more unattainable. 

Xia ruofei caught his breath. His lips trembled as he squeezed out,””I’ve never believed in heresy!” 

In fact, due to the huge pressure, it was hard for him to speak. It was also very physically exhausting. 

However, after Xia ruofei said it through gritted teeth, it seemed like he had used more strength. 

He circulated his cultivation technique a few more times, and then his eyes revealed a trace of 

ruthlessness. He gritted his teeth and stepped onto the four hundredth step. 

BOOM! 

Xia ruofei felt his brain explode. A huge pressure hit him in the face. He felt as if he was at the bottom of 

the sea. The water pressure was enough to turn a submarine into scrap metal. At the same time, the 

yuan Qi in his body that had just calmed down was boiling like a pot. 

The thing that gave Xia ruofei the biggest headache was that the spiritual pressure had increased to the 

point where he could not bear it. His head was buzzing. 

In that hidden space enshrouded in purple mist. 

Qing Xuan Taoist priest and immortal mountain river also secretly clenched their fists. Although their 

faces were calm, their eyes revealed a trace of tension. 

Both of them knew that the 400th step was a hurdle. If Xia ruofei couldn’t withstand the huge impact, 

he might be thrown out instantly and be eliminated. Of course, strictly speaking, Xia ruofei had already 

passed the threshold of the 200th step. Even if he was teleported out, it wouldn’t be considered an 

elimination. However, if they couldn’t even reach the 400th step, this result would not meet their 

expectations. 

If Xia ruofei could withstand the pressure on the four hundredth step, he would be able to continue for 

a few more steps. After the four hundredth step, the pressure on the subsequent steps would slow 

down. Most of the cultivators who could reach the four hundredth step were rarely eliminated at the 

four hundred first or four hundred second step. Most of them could go on for another ten or twenty 

steps, and some could even persist for a few dozen steps. 

As such, level 400 was extremely important. 



In the mirror, Xia ruofei’s body swayed a few times and his face showed an extremely painful 

expression. However, he quickly moved his right foot up the next step. His body was still trembling 

uncontrollably, especially his legs. This was a sign that he could be thrown out by the huge force at any 

time. 

Qing Xuan Taoist priest and Shan He Zhenren could not help but worry, especially Shan He Zhenren. 

Although he and Xia ruofei had never met before, he admired this young man who had inherited his 

mountain river spiritual map. Xia ruofei’s performance in the trial Pagoda had made Shan He extremely 

satisfied.. 

Chapter 3456: Don’t believe in evil (2) 

 

Naturally, immortal Shanhe had higher expectations for Xia ruofei. 

Xia ruofei opened his mouth with great difficulty and gasped for air. In fact, it was difficult to even 

breathe heavily under such a huge pressure. Many people would feel suffocated under such pressure as 

if they were seriously short of oxygen. It was very difficult to open their mouths and breathe quickly 

under the effect of such pressure. It also consumed a lot of physical strength. 

The more physical strength he used, the more he would gasp for breath. 

This formed a vicious cycle. 

However, Xia ruofei’s condition was still good. His body was much stronger than the average golden 

core cultivator. In addition, his golden core was also different from the rest. His vital Qi was much 

stronger than that of the average golden core cultivator, so he was able to offset a lot of the pressure. 

Although he was in a sorry state, he could still hold on. 

It was just that the increase in pressure had suddenly become much greater, catching him off guard. 

Although Xi Jue had already mentally prepared himself, he still didn’t expect that the increase in 

pressure this time would be so much greater than the previous one hundred, two hundred, and three 

hundred layers. 

Xia ruofei stood on the 400th step and tried his best to adjust his state of mind. He tried his best to 

stabilize his Yuan Qi that was on the verge of going berserk. In a situation where the pressure of mental 

power had already had a great influence on him, it was difficult to even operate the cultivation method 

without distractions, not to mention that the pressure was also making him feel extremely painful, 

which made the difficulty even greater. 

However, Xia ruofei’s will had always been as strong as iron. He did not lack perseverance. 

On the 400th step, he took a full five minutes to adjust himself before stabilizing his vital Qi. At the same 

time, he gradually straightened his back and stabilized his body. 

Seeing this, Daoist priest Qing Xuan and immortal mountain river both heaved a sigh of relief. 

The two of them had sharp eyes and could tell that Xia ruofei was unlikely to be thrown out on this step. 



“Brother mountain river, your disciple didn’t let us down!” Daoist Qing Xuan stroked his beard and 

smiled. 

“He’s still at a disadvantage because of his cultivation.” Immortal mountain river said calmly,”he is only 

in the intermediate stage of the Golden core realm and has just broken through. This stage is too 

difficult for him!” 

Qing Xuan nodded in agreement and said,””Indeed. 1 remember that Xuanji Zi’s performance on the 

four – hundredth step was better than this child’s … However, Xuanji Zi was also one of the top geniuses 

in the xuanming Grotto – heaven, and he was already a late – Stage golden core when he attempted the 

heavenly stairs.” 

“A core disciple of the xuanming Grotto – heaven … If my disciple was a late – Stage golden core 

cultivator, his performance wouldn’t be any worse than Xuan Jizi’s!” I’m still confident in the ‘great Dao 

technique’! If it wasn’t for the fact that 1 can’t cultivate again, I would even be willing to disperse all my 

power and start from zero!” 

“Really?” Daoist priest Qing Xuan’s eyes widened in surprise.”! know that the great Dao chant is the 

result of the hard work of brother mountain and river, but I didn’t expect you to value it so much!” 

Immortal Shanhe smiled as he looked at Xia ruofei in the bronze mirror and said,””To tell you the truth, 

Xia ruofei is the only one among my disciples who has cultivated the” great Dao chant. “He is also the 

only one in the entire cultivation world who has cultivated the” great Dao chant. “I have high hopes for 

him! At least until the Jindan stage, the “great Dao Arts” is in line with my expectations, or even beyond 

my expectations!” 

If Xia ruofei had heard this, who knew what he would think. He had always thought that the “great way 

of Dao” was a mature technique. He had no idea that it was a set of techniques created by immortal 

mountain river. Moreover, immortal mountain river himself had never practiced it, and neither had his 

other disciples. 

At this moment, Xia ruofei was resisting the pressure with all his might. 

After he stabilized his figure, he did not immediately step up, but continued to stay on the four 

hundredth step. On one hand, he needed to catch his breath, and on the other hand, he wanted to get 

used to the sudden increase in pressure. 

He would adjust for a while on the hundred steps so that his body could adapt to it. 

After a few minutes, Xia ruofei finally regained his energy. He secretly encouraged himself and stepped 

onto the four hundred and first step … 

As expected, the increase in pressure this time was not large. 

Even though Xia ruofei could barely withstand the pressure, he had already adapted to it for a while. 

Hence, even though the increase was not particularly great, he was able to stabilize his body very 

quickly. He adjusted his breathing and continued to climb. 

Xia ruofei seemed to have regained his steady rhythm, but he took longer with each step. His face was 

more serious as if he felt that the situation was not good. 



In fact, that was the case. What Xia ruofei felt the most troublesome was not the huge pressure that had 

reached 200 to 300 grams, nor the invisible force that stirred the vital Qi. Instead, it was the spiritual 

pressure. 

As the spiritual pressure continued to increase, it had already affected Xia ruofei. 

In the face of such spiritual power Pressure, there was no other way to resist it. He could only release his 

spiritual power to resist it. 

Originally, Xia ruofei’s spiritual power was already extremely close to the spiritual transformation realm 

of a nascent Soul Stage cultivator. It could be said that his spiritual power was definitely at the top level 

among the Golden core stage cultivators. Most of the later stage golden core cultivators could not reach 

this level. However, after reaching the 400th step, Xia ruofei still felt that the pressure from his spiritual 

power was making him more and more disobedient. 

This also indirectly explained the difficulty of this Obsidian stairway. The top spiritual power cultivation 

of the Jindan stage could only persist for more than four hundred steps and was somewhat stretched 

out. 

Now, Xia ruofei had to use up a lot of spiritual power with every step he took. His sea of consciousness 

was also constantly under attack, which gave him a splitting headache. 

However, Xia ruofei never believed in heresy. Unless he could not take it anymore and fainted, he would 

definitely grit his teeth and persist. 

The muscles on his face began to tremble slightly, but the rhythm of his steps was very stable. 

Four hundred and ten, four hundred and twenty, four hundred and thirty… 

Xia ruofei continued to climb up slowly and steadily. 

The spiritual power Pressure was getting stronger and stronger. He felt that his sea of consciousness was 

about to be crushed. His head felt like it was being pricked by hundreds of millions of needles at the 

same time, and his ears were buzzing. 

Under this kind of pain, he still had to use all the strength in his body to resist the increasing squeezing 

force. 

At the same time, he had to keep his mind clear and continue to operate the “great Dao technique” to 

stabilize his vital Qi. 

Now, Xia ruofei basically had no way to stop his cultivation. Otherwise, his vital Qi would instantly boil 

and explode his dantian. It was extremely dangerous. 

Xia ruofei finally understood why the Obsidian stairway was placed as the last stage. 

He hadn’t felt it so intensely at first, but when he was around level four hundred and fifty, he deeply 

experienced the terror of this pressure and also deeply experienced the Super – difficult difficulty of this 

stage. 

He stopped at the four hundred and fiftieth step for a while. 



In the hidden space enshrouded in purple mist, Daoist Qing Xuan said with a smile,””It seems that 1 was 

right! This kid has the ability to reach level 450!” “Daoist qingxuan, you’re wrong!” Immortal Shanhe 

pouted. This disciple of mine clearly hasn’t reached his limit yet, so he’ll continue to improve. You’re not 

right!” 

Daoist priest Qing Xuan laughed and said,”you and 1 both know that this child is already close to his 

limit!” You see, he’s been on the four hundred and fiftieth step for a long time, which means that he’s 

already barely resisting the pressure of this position. So even if he can continue to go up, I’m afraid he 

can only last a few more steps.” 

After saying that, Qing Xuan looked at immortal mountain river and said with a smile,”Brother mountain 

river, you guessed that he was at rank four hundred and eighty.. In the end, we’ll see whose answer is 

closer to this kid’s actual score! Brother Shanhe, do you think that your disciple can still go past fifteen 

steps in his current state?” 

Chapter 3457: Spirit transformation realm, broken 

 

How could immortal Shanhe not know that Xia ruofei was already at his limit? However, Xia ruofei was 

his disciple. In front of Taoist Qing Xuan, even if he knew that Xia ruofei could only take a few steps, he 

would not admit it. 

“He was already on the verge of collapse at the four – hundredth step. Didn’t he still persist for fifty 

steps?” Daoist master mountain river said,”moreover, I think that this child still has potential to be 

explored. At the most difficult time, he might burst out with his potential! So, Daoist Qing Xuan, don’t 

speak too early!” 

Daoist Qing Xuan looked at immortal mountain river with a smile. He was too lazy to argue and just 

shook his head slightly,”Let the facts speak for themselves!” 

“Then let the truth speak for itself!” Immortal mountain river showed no sign of weakness.’The truth will 

tell you how great my disciple’s potential is!” 

8th level of the trial Pagoda. 

Xia ruofei stayed on the 450th step for almost ten minutes. He felt that he could not hold on any longer. 

Originally, the increase in pressure on the 50th step was already greater than that of ordinary steps. In 

addition, the pressure had accumulated to this extent, and he was really approaching his limit. 

Now, Xia ruofei felt that every bone in his body was creaking and his vital Qi was on the verge of going 

berserk. Most importantly, his mental energy could not bear the burden anymore. Under the pressure 

of the strong mental energy, his mental energy was completely suppressed and he felt that his sea of 

consciousness was being squeezed and shrunk by the huge pressure. 

The physical pain was still bearable, but the pressure of the mental power was really unbearable. 

Therefore, he struggled on the four hundred and fiftieth step and did not continue to take the next step. 



This was because he was very clear that even though the increase in pressure on the 451st step 

wouldn’t be very large, it was very likely to be the last straw that broke the camel’s back. Before his 

body could adapt to the current pressure, there was no second possibility of blindly charging forward 

except for elimination. 

As a result, even though he was stuck at the four hundred and fiftieth step, and was also constantly 

under the immense pressure, he still maintained a clear mind. He did not go blind, nor did he panic. 

15 minutes, 20 minutes … 

Xia ruofei stayed on this floor for 23 minutes before he felt that his body had gotten used to the 

pressure. 

If he didn’t advance, he might not be able to hold on on this level and be sent flying by the huge 

pressure. 

Hence, even though he was not fully prepared, Xia ruofei still gritted his teeth and took the first step 

after weighing the pros and cons. 

When his left foot landed on the four hundred and fifty – first step, he suddenly felt a buzzing sound in 

his head and his body shook violently. He was almost thrown out by the force of the pressure. 

Xia ruofei gritted his teeth and lifted his right foot to step onto the 451st step. 

He knew very well that in this situation, if he didn’t put his right foot on the steps in time, it would be 

even more difficult for him to stabilize his body. 

However, as soon as he put his right foot on the ground, the huge pressure also pressed down on him 

without any reservation. 

Although the increase in pressure was not much compared to the 450th step, Xia ruofei was already 

close to his limit. This small increase was enough to make him teetering on the verge of collapse. 

He gritted his teeth and the muscles in his body trembled slightly. The veins on his forehead were 

protruding and his eyes were bloodshot. He looked extremely terrifying. 

While he was using the “great Dao technique” with all his might, Xia ruofei was also constantly enduring 

the pain from the huge pressure. 

But what was even worse was that even though the pressure of his mental energy had only increased a 

little, it seemed to have really become the last straw that broke the camel’s back. 

Xia ruofei felt as if his sea of consciousness was about to collapse. The hundreds of millions of steel 

needles pierced his head at the same time, giving him the illusion that his head was about to split open. 

To make matters worse, his spiritual power supply was starting to run out due to the long – term high – 

intensity output. 

Even though Xia ruofei was extremely determined, he could not help but feel a sense of despair. 



However, he still gritted his teeth and persevered. The great pain made him want to roar. He gritted his 

teeth and tried to stand firm, but his legs were still trembling uncontrollably. He couldn’t even stand 

straight. He could only barely support himself with a movement similar to the horse stance. 

Xia ruofei felt a strong sense of dissatisfaction. 

He had already passed four hundred and fifty steps, and it looked like there were less than a hundred 

steps left, but this road seemed to have come to an end. 

The light curtain Door at the top seemed to be close at hand, but even if it was only one step away, it 

would be difficult for him to reach it in his current state. 

From the moment he entered the trial Pagoda, he’d overcome ail obstacles and faced many life and 

death situations, but he’d made it through all of them. 

This Obsidian stairway, as long as you reach the top, you can directly enter the trial Pagoda’s 9th floor, 

and there are no other tests. 

But it was at this critical juncture that everything was going to fall short. 

Xia ruofei knew that he had tried his best. Among the cultivators who were going to the mystic Luna 

realm, his results should be one of the best. However, he was still unwilling to give up. 

From the beginning to the end, he had never wanted to compete with anyone. He felt that he would 

only have one opponent, and that was himself.. 

Chapter 3458: Spirit transformation realm, broken 

 

Xia ruofei could feel the pain in his body gradually numbing. In order to calm down his Yuan Qi that was 

on the verge of going berserk, he continued to use the “great Dao Sutra” with all his might. However, 

this was almost an instinctive action because his consciousness was gradually becoming blurry… 

His spiritual force was about to be exhausted, but the spiritual force pressure produced by the Obsidian 

stairway did not reduce in the slightest. 

Under such circumstances, Xia ruofei found it hard to hold on. 

Was he going to be eliminated just like that? 

This thought appeared in Xia ruofei’s mind. Then, images that were engraved in his bones and engraved 

in his heart appeared in his mind. 

In the damp and cold tropical jungle, where snakes, insects, rats, and ants wreaked havoc, Lin Hu stared 

at him with blood – Red eyes and roared. His ears were buzzing, and he couldn’t hear what Lin Hu was 

shouting at all. 

He could only hold the grass in front of him tightly with both hands, his body as close to the ground as 

possible, hiding in a dead corner and looking ahead with eyes that were about to pop out. 



Then, the high – caliber sniper rifle bullets pierced into Lin Hu’s body again and again, splashing blood 

that he would never forget… 

In order to lure more members of lone wolf, the other party had deliberately shot Lin Hu’s hands and 

feet. Lin Hu’s face was twisted in pain, but he still turned his head in Xia ruofei’s direction and shouted 

as hard as he could to prevent Xia ruofei from coming out to rescue him. 

Finally, the enemy sniper lost his patience and ended Lin Hu’s life with a sniper bullet… 

This was the most unforgettable scene in Xia ruofei’s life. 

At this moment, as his consciousness gradually blurred, this scene played out in his mind over and over 

again. 

Finally, his eyes, which had been slightly closed, suddenly opened. The blood – Red eyes spewed out 

flames of anger. 

“All!” A roar that had been suppressed for a long time burst out from his throat.”You want to suppress 

me? I don’t believe in heresy!” 

Xia ruofei clenched his fists and his eyes were about to pop out. Knowing that he could not hold on any 

longer, he steadied his feet and stood on the 451st step with his back straight. 

And that mental power that was originally close to exhaustion, under the enormous mental power 

Pressure, actually miraculously rebounded strongly! 

His mind power seemed to have broken through its shackles, and the sea of consciousness that had 

been compressed to the extreme by the pressure was suddenly filled up a lot. A strong force of mind 

power gushed out and pushed back the mind power Pressure. 

Xia ruofei suddenly found the long – Lost refreshing feeling. 

At this time, his head was no longer buzzing, and the hundreds of millions of steel needles that pierced 

his brain had disappeared without a trace. His consciousness suddenly became extremely clear. 

At this moment, Xia ruofei was surprised to find that his spiritual power had a breakthrough under such 

extreme pressure! 

His mental power had already reached the late – Stage of the spirit gathering realm and was extremely 

close to the spirit transformation realm. However, the spirit transformation realm was equivalent to the 

mental power of a nascent soul cultivator, so it was very difficult to break through. 

Even if he absorbed the yellow jade essence, he would probably need a huge amount of it to have a 

slight chance of breaking through directly. 

From the spirit gathering realm to the spirit transformation realm, it was a major breakthrough. The 

bottleneck was very stubborn, and it often required an opportunity. 

Originally, if Xia ruofei had cultivated the “great Dao scroll” normally, he could have continued to Polish 

his spiritual power and eventually break through to the spiritualization realm. 

However, if that was the case, it would take a long time. 



It could take three to five years, or eight to ten years, or even longer. 

Xia ruofei was very clear about this, so he did not deliberately cultivate his spiritual power. He 

understood the principle that haste makes waste. 

What he didn’t expect was that on this Obsidian stairway, it was always there, and the continuous 

increase of spiritual power Pressure had become the best helper to train his spiritual power. From the 

first step, he used his spiritual power to resist the pressure, which was actually already training his own 

spiritual power. 

In this process, his mental strength was also constantly improving and strengthening, but the extent was 

not particularly obvious. In addition, he was also minding his own business, so he did not notice the 

subtle changes in his mental strength at all. 

And on this four hundred fifty first step, his mental strength was already unable to support it. If he 

slightly let out that breath, it would be another result. He had a very high probability of being directly 

sent flying by the pressure. 

However, he had never thought of giving up. Even when his sea of consciousness was in danger of 

collapsing, he still gritted his teeth and persevered, holding on bitterly with an obsession in his heart. 

In the end, under the immense pressure of his spiritual power, his own spiritual power finally broke 

through the shackles of the life – and – Death crisis and successfully leaped into the spiritualization 

boundary. 

Xia ruofei was overjoyed. Spiritualisation boundary! That was the legendary cultivation level of spiritual 

power that only nascent soul cultivators possessed. He had actually achieved it just like that. 

In the entire cultivation world on earth, the one with the highest cultivation level was the Tianyi sect’s 

sect master, Chen Nanfeng. He was only at the late – Stage golden core realm. 

He did not know if there were any hidden masters, but Xia ruofei had never seen one. 

In other words, without considering the possible hidden masters, Xia ruofei’s current spiritual power 

would be the best in the world of cultivation on earth! 

Xia ruofei soon experienced the benefits of a breakthrough in spiritual power. 

First of all, the Obsidian stairway’s spiritual pressure was no longer a threat to him. The pressure that 

made him feel like dying just now was like a breeze blowing on his face. 

The difference between the realms was indeed like a huge chasm. 

Besides, after his spiritual power had broken through to the spiritualization realm, Xia ruofei’s brain had 

obviously evolved as well. Whether it was his thinking speed or his perception, it was a qualitative 

improvement. 

It was the same invisible energy that disrupted one’s vital Qi. Now, when Xia ruofei circulated the “great 

Dao technique”, the efficiency was completely different from before. The vital Qi that was almost going 

berserk returned to its calm state after a few rounds. 



After Xia ruofei’s spiritual power had broken through, it was much easier for him to deal with the huge 

external pressure. 

Although his Yuan Qi had not changed much, his control over it had greatly changed. Even though he 

had the same amount of Yuan Qi all over his body, the defensive effect was different from before. 

His vital Qi could offset more external pressure, so the pressure his body had to bear was naturally much 

smaller. 

Xia ruofei did not stand on this step for a long time. Including the time before his spiritual power broke 

through, it was only three to five minutes. 

At this time, he had already completely stood firm, and his body had also quickly adapted to the 

strength of this pressure. 

Hence, Xia ruofei confidently walked up to the four hundred and fifty – second step. 

In the hidden space enshrouded in purple mist, Taoist Qing Xuan was proudly saying to immortal 

mountain river,””Brother mountain river, do you see that? This was called facts speaking louder than 

words! Your disciple is indeed talented, but he’s at a disadvantage because his cultivation is a little low. 

He shouldn’t be able to advance any further now…” 

As soon as Qing Xuan Taoist priest finished speaking, in the image displayed on the bronze mirror, Xia 

ruofei had quickly stabilized his body and stepped up the stairs without any adjustment. 

Daoist Qing Xuan was stunned. His eyes were filled with disbelief as he stared at the copper mirror 

without blinking. He muttered,”How… How is this possible…” 

Immortal mountain river was already sighing to himself, but the situation suddenly changed 

dramatically. He was stunned for a moment, and then he couldn’t help but burst into laughter,””Daoist 

Qing Xuan, facts speak louder than words! This sentence is absolutely right!” 

Daoist Qing Xuan was dumbfounded. After a long while, he said,”Brother mountain river, is … Is the 

great Dao formula really that magical? This child was clearly unable to hold on any longer.. He was 

actually able to turn the situation around so quickly, as if he was a different person! If it wasn’t for the 

fact that I’ve been watching him the entire time, I would’ve thought that he cheated!” 

Chapter 3459: Record – breaking 

 

In fact, immortal Shanhe did not know how Xia ruofei could suddenly become so brave through the 

bronze mirror. They could not see the change in Xia ruofei’s spiritual power. 

However, in front of Taoist Qing Xuan, immortal mountain river would not show any fear. He pretended 

to be reserved and followed Taoist Qing Xuan’s words, saying,””The” great Dao Arts “is the result of my 

many years of hard work. It has gathered the essence of countless cultivation techniques in my life. It is 

a masterpiece, and naturally can not be compared with ordinary cultivation techniques.” 



His words were as good as not saying anything. He did not clearly state that Xia ruofei’s change was 

related to the great Dao chant and only praised it. However, to Daoist Qing Xuan, it was the great Dao 

chant’s credit. 

Taoist master Qing Xuan could not help but show a look of admiration and said,””Brother mountain 

river, I’ve always heard that you’re extremely accomplished in cultivation theory. After seeing your 

disciple’s performance today, 1 know that the rumors are true!” 

Immortal Shanhe looked at Xia ruofei on the screen of the copper mirror and felt strange. However, he 

did not show it and just laughed it off.”Daoist Qing Xuan, you flatter me!” 

Then, he changed the topic and said,””But… It seems like Daoist Qing Xuan…” 

Daoist Qing Xuan laughed and said,”if your disciple can pass the fifteenth floor, I’ll admit defeat. I’ll give 

you the nascent formation pill!” However, it was still too early to talk about this! Maybe this child’s 

potential just exploded, and he won’t have any more energy after passing one or two more levels!” 

In fact, how could immortal mountain river not have such a worry? However, he naturally wouldn’t back 

down, especially after Xia ruofei’s brilliant performance. He had to stabilize his aura even more. 

Therefore, immortal mountain river laughed and said,””Daoist Qing Xuan! Then let’s wait and see!” 

8th level of the trial Pagoda. 

Xia ruofei didn’t stay on the 452nd step for too long. After a few minutes of rest, he steadily stepped 

onto the 453rd step. 

The pressure now was slightly stronger than on the 450th step. However, after Xia ruofei’s spiritual 

power had broken through to the spiritualization realm, his control over all aspects had increased 

significantly. The most direct aspect was naturally his spiritual power. The current spiritual pressure 

could no longer cause him any negative effects. 

Without the interference of the spiritual pressure, Xia ruofei naturally had an easier time dealing with it. 

If he was already close to his limit at the four hundred and fiftieth step, and some of the pressure had 

even exceeded his limit, then he seemed to still have some strength left now. 

It was just a breakthrough in his spiritual power, but the effect was so immediate. 

After all, this was a major breakthrough, and spiritualism was a mental power realm that only nascent 

soul cultivators could reach. 

Xia ruofei resumed the rhythm he had when he first stepped onto the 400th step. Even though it did not 

look very fast and he had to stop for a while at each step, it was very stable. He maintained his rhythm 

well and gave people a sense of security. 

In the wise space that was enshrouded in purple clouds, when immortal mountain river saw Xia ruofei’s 

posture and pace of climbing the steps, the trace of worry in his heart immediately disappeared. 

Daoist Qing Xuan was also very clear that if there were no major accidents in this game, he should have 

already lost. 



However, he wasn’t dejected at all. On the contrary, he was watching Xia ruofei climb the stairway with 

great interest. His eyes were filled with admiration and curiosity. 

After all, although the nascent formation pill was precious to him, it was not difficult to take out a bottle 

of it. As for an outstanding junior like Xia ruofei, shouldn’t he be helping him? 

What Daoist Qing Xuan was really curious about was that Xia ruofei had clearly exhausted his strength 

and was about to be pushed out by the pressure of the stairway. At the last moment, he could actually 

put on such a wonderful reversal show. Was it really the credit of the “great Dao technique”? 

For the first time, Qing Xuan Daoist priest was very interested in a cultivation method. 

The two of them didn’t say anything. They just looked at Xia ruofei in the mirror and watched him climb 

up step by step at a steady pace. 

Very quickly, Xia ruofei had reached the 465th step. Looking at his condition, although he was also 

struggling, he was obviously in a better state than when he was on the 450th step. 

Immortal Shanhe guessed at four hundred and eighty, and Daoist priest qingxuan guessed at four 

hundred and fifty. The one whose answer was closer to the final result would win. 

Now, Xia ruofei was already standing on the 465th step. This was a dividing line. 

If Xia ruofei was eliminated on this level, then it would be a draw between immortal mountain river and 

Qing Xuan Taoist priest. 

As long as he climbed one more step and successfully stabilized his body, the winner would be immortal 

mountain river. 

When Xia ruofei stood firmly on the four hundred and sixty – fifth step, it meant that immortal 

mountain river was already in an undefeatable position. 

Even the possibility of a draw was next to nothing. 

He knew that Xia ruofei could at least last a few floors. 

Therefore, Daoist Qing Xuan did not wait for Xia ruofei to continue climbing. He took out a bottle of 

nascent formation pills from his storage spiritual treasure and handed it to perfected mountain river. He 

said,”Brother mountain river, I’m willing to accept my loss. Your disciple is very capable! This bottle of 

pills is yours….” 

Chapter 3460: Record – breaking (2) 

 

Immortal mountain river waved his hand with a smile. He didn’t take the bottle of nascent formation 

pills, but said with a smile,””Daoist Qing Xuan, you don’t have to give this to me. Just give it to Xia ruofei 

when you give him the reward.” Daoist Qing Xuan was slightly stunned and then said,””Brother 

mountain river, aren’t you going to give it to him personally?” 



Immortal mountain river laughed and said,”this little guy’s cultivation is so low now. How can I meet him 

in such a short time?” By the time I meet him, I’m afraid the nascent formation pill will be useless. So, 

Daoist brother Qing Xuan, please give it to him directly in the name of a reward!” 

“Then he only knows how to praise me!” Daoist priest Qing Xuan said half – jokingly. 

“He should be thanking you!” It was obvious that immortal mountain river did not care about this. 

“Good! Then add it to the rewards for clearing the stage.” Taoist Qing Xuan looked at Xia ruofei’s figure 

in the bronze mirror and said,”I wonder what reward this little guy will get… The reward will be quite 

generous if he can pass the 470th step. However, this kid might be able to break the record! Then the 

reward will be even better!” 

Daoist Qing Xuan did not mention anything about reaching the top, because in his opinion, it was 

impossible. 

When the Obsidian stairway of the trial Pagoda was designed and laid out, Daoist priest Qing Xuan had 

invited a few cultivators of the early stage of the nascent soul realm to test the array. In the end, none 

of the three cultivators of the early stage of the nascent soul realm could reach the top. 

One must know that they were using the Golden core stage cultivator’s Obsidian Stairway to Heaven, 

which was the one Xia ruofei was on. 

When an early Yuanying stage cultivator tried to challenge the Golden core stage cultivator’s Obsidian 

stairway, he was actually unable to reach the top. The best result among them was three steps away 

from the top. 

Although these Yuanying stage cultivators were all relatively ordinary cultivators and not peerless 

geniuses, the Yuanying stage was the Yuanying stage. Compared to the Golden core stage, the gap was 

huge. 

After a series of discussions, everyone’s general feeling was that the difficulty of this Obsidian stairway 

for Aurous core stage cultivators seemed to be designed to be slightly higher. 

Of course, Daoist Qing Xuan did not modify the Obsidian stairway because of this, but only set the entry 

threshold at two hundred steps. Two hundred steps was not even half of the steps. If an Aurous core 

stage cultivator could pass the two hundred steps, it was enough to prove his talent. 

In the eyes of Daoist priest Qing Xuan and the others, Aurous core stage cultivators naturally had no 

hope of reaching the top of the heavenly stairs that even early nascent Soul Stage cultivators could not 

pass. Back then, when Xuan Jizi reached the 478th step, it was already extremely amazing. 

Now, Xia ruofei’s performance had refreshed Daoist Qing Xuan’s judgment time and time again. 

However, he only felt that Xia ruofei might have a slight hope of breaking Xuan Jizi’s record. 

As for reaching the top, Qing Xuan Daoist priest had never thought about it. 

8th level of the trial Pagoda. 



Xia ruofei naturally did not know that the difficulty of the Obsidian stairway was so great for Aurous core 

stage cultivators. He also did not know that passing the 200th step was considered a pass. He also did 

not know that even nascent Soul Stage cultivators could not reach the top. 

From the moment he stepped onto the first step, he only had one thought in his mind, and that was to 

reach the top and enter the door of light. 

Even at the most difficult moment on the four hundred and fiftieth step, this thought had never 

changed. 

After resting for a while on the four hundred and sixty – fifth step, he felt that all aspects of his body had 

been adjusted. He did not stay any longer and immediately stepped onto the four hundred and sixty – 

sixth step. 

Xia ruofei did not know that this move of his would determine the outcome of the bet between Qing 

Xuan Taoist priest and immortal mountain river. 

In fact, the pressure on the 466th step did not increase much compared to the previous step. Hence, Xia 

ruofei thought that it was just an ordinary step on the road to the top. 

He didn’t know that this move of his had won him a bottle of precious pills. 

The nascent formation pill was extremely precious, even during the flourishing period of the divine 

land’s cultivation world. 

If it were in the current cultivation world on earth, it would be a legendary pill. Its preciousness could 

not even be described with words like priceless. It was simply a priceless treasure. 

If it was a cultivator like Chen Nanfeng who had been stuck at the late – Stage of the Golden core realm 

for many years, then the nascent condensation pill would be even more strategic. 

It would not be an exaggeration to say that even if Xia ruofei took out a nascent formation pill and 

wanted to exchange it for the entire first heaven society, Chen Nanfeng would agree without hesitation. 

After all, in the world of cultivation, strength was the most important. 

Moreover, with the deterioration of the cultivation environment, even a sect like the first heaven sect’s 

overall strength was just so – so, not worth mentioning in the eyes of the real experts. 

Using a sect like this in exchange for a chance to break through to the nascent Soul Stage, and a very big 

one at that, Chen Nanfeng would definitely agree to it without hesitation unless he was out of his mind. 

Of course, Xia ruofei had no idea. 

In his eyes, this was just an ordinary step. He didn’t stay too long on the four hundred and sixty – sixth 

step. After his Yuan Qi had stabilized, he began to climb the next step. 

After all, being under this kind of pressure all the time, the consumption was also huge. Even if he had 

the elemental storage Pearl, his elemental energy was several times more than the average Aurous core 

stage cultivator, so he would not waste it casually. 

Four hundred and sixty – seven, four hundred and sixty – eight, four hundred and sixty nine… 



Xia ruofei’s rhythm was very stable. The time he took to stop at each step was extended, but it did not 

exceed ten minutes. 

Unknowingly, he had already reached the four hundred and seventy – seventh step. 

In the hidden space enshrouded in purple mist, Daoist Qing Xuan and immortal mountain river could not 

help but hold their breaths. 

As long as he could climb one more level, Xia ruofei would be able to Tie Xuan Jizi’s record. 

After reaching the 470th step, Xia ruofei stopped at each step for a longer time. His body looked like it 

was on the verge of collapse. With every step he climbed, he looked like he was about to be pushed out 

by the pressure. 

After all, Xia ruofei only had a breakthrough in his spiritual power. His vital Qi cultivation was still at the 

intermediate stage of the Golden core realm. Compared to those cultivators at the advanced stage of 

the Golden core realm or even the early stage of the nascent soul realm, he was at a great disadvantage 

in terms of cultivation. 

To be honest, both immortal mountain river and Qing Xuan Daoist priest were very surprised that he 

could reach this stage. 

Gradually, Xia ruofei felt as if he had returned to the 450th step. Although the spiritual pressure did not 

affect him too much, the pressure that was everywhere had reached at least 300 to 400 grams. No 

matter how exquisite his vital Qi control was, he could not avoid more and more of the pressure directly 

acting on his body. 

The excruciating pain in his bones returned. 

Fortunately, the mental pressure did not affect him, and the invisible force that stirred the vital Qi in his 

body could not really cause his vital Qi to become chaotic. The “great Dao Arts” technique and the 

spiritual power of the spiritualization realm had greatly improved his control, allowing him to firmly 

control the vital Qi in his body. 

Just the huge squeezing force was not enough to make him stop. 

In fact, with Xia ruofei’s personality, as long as he was not pushed out by the pressure, even if he was 

injured by the huge pressure, or even if his bones were broken, he would climb to the top of the steps as 

long as he had a breath. 

Moreover, the current situation was far from that serious. At most, there were some slight cracks in 

some fragile bone bones. 

Hence, after adjusting himself for more than ten minutes, Xia ruofei took a deep breath and strode 

towards the 478th step. 

In the hidden space that was enshrouded in purple clouds, Daoist Qing Xuan and immortal Shan He 

clenched their fists at the same time as if they could give Xia ruofei some strength. 

Xia ruofei did not let them down. After swaying a few times, he stood firmly on the 478th step, the step 

that symbolized the best result in history.. 



 


